
Shipton Oliffe Village Fete 2019  

                                                           

Despite predictions of thunderstorms and all three bands cancelling on us at the very last minute, 

our village managed to pull off one of our best fetes to date!  We managed to net £1750 for the 

Reading Room, which will go a long way in helping us acquire grants to contribute to the cost of its 

renovation.  This was nearly double that of previous fetes, thanks mainly to a very successful auction 

that raised £905. 

This success is owed to the hard work and generosity of many people in our village.  

The donations to the auction were spectacular, surely the best on offer for any village fete!  The 

donors were: 

Paul McKee - pair of Dubarry boots 

The Frogmill - midweek stay for two with breakfast 

Toby Saville - Shark vacuum cleaner 

Tony Walsh - Clay Pigeon shooting experience at Ian Coley Shooting School 

Tim and Binna Robinson’s daughter, Holly from the Gloucestershire Rally School - Rally Driving 

experience 

Charles Baillie-Hamilton – Load of Fire Logs 

Maxine Bocock  - Thai Massage 

Serenity Hair & Beauty in Northleach - Hair styling package 

 

And special thanks to: 

 

Steve and Alison Cooke for keeping us all well fed, both all day and in the evening 

Andy Gibbs for being our quizmaster for the evening 

Kevin Nicholas – for his organisational skills in pulling everything together this year, running the 

bagatelle, and as always for running the classic cheese-rolling spectacle! 

Georgie Hogg – for wonderful face painting and festival glitter 

Sammy Saville – for another brilliant year on a sold-out Tombola 

Stuart Harvey for keeping us all cool with his ice cream and actually owning a proper Mr.Whippy 

machine 

Toby Saville for his blagging skills which brought us our first auction AND a free barrel of ale 



Louis Ayers for his brilliant piano performances 

Ian Griffiths and Susan Livesey for running the bar and generating the usual large sums 

Al Hogg for both his wonderful compèring throughout the day and for stepping in, along with his 

friend and soundman Dave, to keep the rhythm going despite our lack of bands 

 

Of course, there were many more who pitched in to run games, organise, bake cakes, clean up, and 

ensure we all enjoyed the day. 

Thank you to all who joined in and supported the event, and we look forward to keeping our 

tradition going, better than ever, next summer. 

 

The Shipton Gardeners 


